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About the Series 

 

Young scholars are producing original and distinctive studies that contribute significantly 

to the knowledge on the transformation of Asian societies. Yet their impact is limited because 

much of the work remains unpublished. The series is intended to promote young scholarship in 

Asian studies to enrich established fields of study in Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences. 

 

This series showcases the most distinguished manuscripts that exhibit exceptional novelty 

and make a significant contribution to interdisciplinary scholarship in Asian studies. The series is 

committed to the in-depth and holistic studies of the specific context of Asian histories and 

realities and their interactions within the region and with Western counterparts. The series will 

include work from a wide range of disciplines that address themes related to the social, cultural, 

economic, and political transformation of Asia. With particular reference to the dynamics of 

individual communities in the region, the series include work with ethnographic and archival 

research.  
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Advisory Board 

(To be announced) 

 

Details of Book Proposal Submission 

 

If you are interested in publishing through this book series, please send your book 

proposal to Heung-wah Wong (hwwongc@hku.hk) and Karin Ling-fung Chau 

(karinhku@gmail.com), Executive Editor. The book proposal should include a summary of the 

book, the summary of each chapter, estimate of total pages of the book, the potential readers, and 

the possible delivery date. After we receive your book proposal, we will submit it to the Editorial 

Board for consideration. If the book proposal is endorsed by the Board, the book proposal will be 
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sent to Bridge 21. The final manuscript has to go through peer review (the reviewers usually 

include a member of editorial board and two external reviewers) and finally approved by the 

Chief Editor.  

 

If you have any question about submission of your book proposal or manuscript, please 

contact Heung-wah Wong (hwwongc@hku.hk) or Karin Ling-fung Chau (karinhku@gmail.com) 
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